
40 Years of Pioneering 
Eco-Drive Technology  

Ongoing vision of the Eco-Drive watch lineup

CITIZEN PROMASTER F900 SATELLITE WAVE -GPS Eco-Drive is CITIZEN’s unique technology 

for generating power from any light source. 

It was born from the advent of battery-

driven quartz watches in the 1970s. 

CITIZEN quickly recognised a key 

drawback to these new timepieces 

— it was not easy to replace 

batteries. That period also saw a rise 

in awareness of the Earth’s ecology, 

which highlighted another concern — the 

spent batteries created chemical waste. In 

this environment, CITIZEN leapt ahead of 

other companies by developing a new “eco-

friendly watch” that kept running virtually 

indefinitely without the need for batteries.   

In 1976, CITIZEN succeeded in the release of 

the world’s first light-powered analog 

quarts. Later, this proprietary technology 

was named “Eco-Drive,” to communi-

cate the message about the technology’s 

social and environmental value. Now, it 

has become a key symbol of CITIZEN’s 

technological prowess and enjoys popularity 

in more than 100 countries around the world.

Behind the scenes of Eco-Drive development

Benefits of 
Eco-Drive
1) Watches powered by light
2) Easy to charge even in dim light
3) Works even in total darkness 

How Eco-Drive works

Converts any light into energy.

 Energy is stored in a power cell.

  Keeps most watches working, for at least 6 months, 
  even if stored in the dark.

Continuous improvement of light-powered technology helps to refine the Eco-Drive watch lineup with more functions and 

beautiful designs. Reducing energy consumption enables more compact solar cells, which translates into more attractive dials 

and higher levels of functionality. It also enables thinner and smaller watches that deliver greater accuracy. 

Latest Eco-Drive watch combines greater accuracy with more function

In 2011, CITIZEN launched the world’s first watch capable of syncing with GPS satellites in space to get time and location 

information for automatic time and calendar correction. Eco-Drive SATELLITE WAVE brought accurate time to more people 

around the world. Now CITIZEN are adding the PROMASTER SATELLITE WAVE -GPS pilot watch to this family.

    Here are some example Eco-Drive advancements.

The world’s first light-powered analog quartz watch 
“CRYSTRON  SOLAR CELL”

Radio-Controlled 
Watch
Launched in 1996

xC MINISOL
Launched in 2009

More Accurate Smaller

More accurate

Thinner
STILETTO
Launched in 2009
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